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How well a Web site performs while receiving heavy user traffic  is an essential factor in an organization's overall success. How can you be sure  your site will hold up under pressure?

Performance Analysis for Java(TM) Web  Sites is an information-packed guide to maximizing the performance of  Java-based Web sites. It approaches these sites as systems, and considers how  the various components involved, such as networks, Java(TM) Virtual Machines,  and backend systems, potentially impact overall performance. This book provides  detailed best practices for designing and developing high-performance Java Web  applications, and instructions for building and executing relevant performance  tests to gauge your site's ability to handle customer traffic. Also included is  information on how to use the results of performance testing to generate  accurate capacity plans.

Readers will find easy-to-understand explanations of  fundamental performance principles and terminology. The book runs through  performance profiles for common types of Web sites, including e-commerce, B2B,  financial, and information exchange. Numerous case studies illustrate important  ideas and techniques. Practical throughout, the book also offers a discussion on  selecting the right test tools and troubleshooting common bottlenecks frequently  revealed by testing.

Other specific topics include: 

	
    Performance best practices for servlets, JavaServer Pages(TM),  and Enterprise JavaBeans(TM) 

    
	
    The impact of servlets, threads, and queuing on performance  

    
	
    The frozen Web site danger 

    
	
    Java(TM) Virtual Machine garbage collection and multithreading  issues 

    
	
    The performance impact of routers, firewalls, proxy servers,  and NICs 

    
	
    Test scenario and script building 

    
	
    Test execution and monitoring, including potential pitfalls  

    
	
    Tuning the Web site environment 

    
	
    Component monitoring (servers, Java(TM) Virtual Machines, and  networks) 

    
	
    Symptoms and solutions of common bottleneck issues 

    
	
    Analysis and review of performance test results

    


Performance Analysis for Java(TM) Web  Sites not only provides clear explanations and expert practical guidance,  it also serves as a reference, with extensive appendixes that include worksheets  for capacity planning, checklists to help you prepare for different stages of  performance testing, and a list of performance-test tool vendors.
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Software Quality Engineering : Testing, Quality Assurance, and Quantifiable ImprovementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The one resource needed to create reliable software
 
 This text offers a comprehensive and integrated approach to software quality engineering. By following the author's clear guidance, readers learn how to master the techniques to produce high-quality, reliable software, regardless of the software system's level of complexity.
 ...
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Fostering Critical Thinking Through Collaborative Group Work: Insights from Hong KongSpringer, 2018

	This book reports on studies contextualised within the curriculum development of General Studies in primary education and Liberal Studies in secondary education in Hong Kong. Both areas call for a learning environment that is conducive to the use of collaborative group work to foster critical thinking. By employing a mixed-methods approach and...
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The Routledge Companion to Twenty-First Century Literary Fiction (Routledge Literature Companions)Routledge, 2018

	
		The study of contemporary fiction is a fascinating yet challenging one. Contemporary fiction has immediate relevance to popular culture, the news, scholarly organizations, and education – where it is found on the syllabus in schools and universities – but it also offers challenges. What is ‘contemporary’? How...
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Coding Theory: Algorithms, Architectures and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
One of the most important key technologies for digital communication systems as well as storage media is coding theory. It provides a means to transmit information across time and space over noisy and unreliable communication channels.
   

   Coding Theory: Algorithms, Architectures and Applications provides a concise overview...
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Getting the Most Out of Vacuum TubesAudio Amateur Inc, 2000
The purpose of this book is not to add another volume to the many excellent ones available on what makes the vacuum tube work. Rather, it is intended to shed light on the almost completely neglected subject of why these versatile devices sometimes do not work.

Informed scientists and engineers have frequently stated that the life of a...
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Oracle Applications DBA Field GuideApress, 2006
The Oracle E-Business Suite is like a machine that requires constant maintenance
and fine-tuning. With experience comes the knowledge of how to
tweak the parts and use the tools to make it run properly. Even for the experienced
administrator, Oracle Applications is complicated to administer—let’s
be honest, at times...
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